Women's Council Issues List Of Class Dues and Names Announcer

Mach numbers interest on the campus at this time and the announcement of the ceiling—

of the Fall Fest is expected to be a great success. This year's event will be held on Saturday, Oct. 8.

The silent movie, "The Great Race," will be shown at 8 p.m. at the Student Union

The event will feature a variety of entertainment, including a fashion show, a silent disco,

and a live band. There will also be food and drinks available for purchase.

MACH PROFESSOR OF YALE UNIVERSITY TO SPEAK AT RICE

Ernest William Brown, a well-known

professor of mathematics at Yale University, will deliver three lectures on the "Theory and Practice of Industrial Engineering" at the Rice Institute on Friday, April 4, at 8 p.m. in the Auditorium.

Brown, who is widely considered to be one of the leading authorities on the subject, will give his lectures on the following topics:

1. The role of the engineer in industry.
2. The importance of engineering education.
3. The impact of technology on society.

The lectures are open to the public and free of charge. No reservations are required.

For more information, contact the Department of Engineering at 713-225-8900.

BACK AT RICE AFTER JOG

The Rice Institute football team will be back in action this weekend after a one-week break for spring break. The team will play against the University of Texas at Austin in the annual annual Homecoming game.

The game is expected to be a close one, with both teams coming off strong performances in their previous games. Rice is looking to rebound from a loss to Texas A&M last week, while Texas is hoping to continue its winning streak.

Kickoff is set for 2 p.m. at Rice Stadium. Tickets are available at the gate for $10 for adults and $5 for students.

For tickets and more information, contact the Rice Athletics Department at 713-225-8900.
Four years ago in May, and the last two weeks of September.

WILLIAM G. RUSSELL, "S2" a joy who is working his Way through school? "how they got that way?"

There are 18 inane queries in the entire ensemble. The only futile excuse 'flu mania i evidenced annul twice a year and Usually rises in the minds

GET OUT THE VOTE

BY CHARLES HEBERT

DOUGLAS THIBID

smokes, the vast majority are girls. As for smoking 1 don't do it tnr  slu.iw and it seems so silly.

The only candidates who are smoking are girls. As for smoking 1 don't do it... as a girl one might say.

SILLY QUESTIONNAIRES

We have had 2 or 3 weeks of campaigning, but no one seems to realize that the results of the election are important. The candidates are running for office, not just for fun.

Of course the only candidates who are smoking are girls. As for smoking 1 don't do it...

SILLY QUESTIONNAIRES

We have had 2 or 3 weeks of campaigning, but no one seems to realize that the results of the election are important. The candidates are running for office, not just for fun.
### SPORT TALES

**RICE CINDER MENS TRACK MEET ON HOME TRACK TOMORROW**

Coach Ken Hjertberg's powerful track team will meet what will be the strongest squad the Southwest Conference track title has ever seen in Rice Stadium this afternoon. The squad includes visiting runners from Texas A. & M., Louisiana State, Southern University, and the University of the South.

The Aggies for the past two years have been the most consistent squad in the conference, and will be in good form for the meet. Coach Hjertberg's powerful squad, however, has been a little behind in the all-time schedule, but is expected to produce its best effort of the season.

The Owls also have the best shot of the conference title, and have been the most consistent team in the league this year.

Other states on the Owl squad are as follows: Louisiana State, Southern, Kentucky, and the University of Arkansas, South Texas.

The Owls have the best shot of the conference title, and have been the most consistent team in the league this year.

**A GREAT DASHMAN**

Tom Driscoll, who turned the tide for the Owls with a great sprint in the 100 yards long jump, anchored the Owls' 400-yard relay with a blazing sprint. Tom Driscoll, who turned the tide for the Owls with a great sprint in the 100 yards long jump, anchored the Owls' 400-yard relay with a blazing sprint.

**CONCH ERNEST HJERTBERG'S POWERFUL TRACK TEAM ON TRACK TOMORROW**

Coach Ken Hjertberg's powerful track team will meet what will be the strongest squad the Southwest Conference track title has ever seen in Rice Stadium this afternoon. The squad includes visiting runners from Texas A. & M., Louisiana State, Southern University, and the University of the South.

The Aggies for the past two years have been the most consistent squad in the conference, and will be in good form for the meet. Coach Hjertberg's powerful squad, however, has been a little behind in the all-time schedule, but is expected to produce its best effort of the season.

The Owls also have the best shot of the conference title, and have been the most consistent team in the league this year.

Other states on the Owl squad are as follows: Louisiana State, Southern, Kentucky, and the University of Arkansas, South Texas.

The Owls have the best shot of the conference title, and have been the most consistent team in the league this year.

**HART'S GOOD WORK FAILS TO STOP BOWS**

With Roy Hart turning in a fine performance on the mound, Rice defeated the Owls by a score of 6-3, 6-2.

### LITERATURE OF TODAY IS FILTHY, FELPHS STATES

### JUNIOR ENGINEERS SPY HUMPHREY AT RESEARCH LAB

### TRACK TEAM ENTERS AT KANSAS, DRAKE

### SOUTHWEST BASEBALL

### STEPPING INTO A MODERN WORLD

### It's Not Right for University Men to Speculate

### Striking a balance for a $4,000,000,000 industry

"On a large scale" describes accounting in the Bell System, as low expenses cover but $4,000,000,000,000 in equipment. We pay $4,000,000,000,000 in equipment. On the outside are, for example, four or five hundred million dollars specifically for new constructions; 5 million for keeping telephone equipment in good order, a payroll running thousands of dollars a year. Under in-
THE BICE THRESHER

WINTERS HEARD BY RICE ENGINEERS IN TALK WEDNESDAY

Tacky Party To Be Limited To Members of Society

The Rice Engineering Society enjoyed a most interesting talk Wednesday evening at "The Engineering Society of Today," given by W. O. Winters, Associate Professor of Chemistry and Agriculture, of Deering and Foul Co. Winters described the methods and equipment used in the laboratory experiments which are conducted in order that the students in this field may acquire a thorough understanding of their work. He emphasized the importance of the laboratory work and the need for careful observation and accurate measurement. He also discussed the ethical considerations involved in the use of laboratory animals.

Directory Copies Are Selling Fast

Owls Tabulation Gives List Of All Organization Officers

The Owls Tabulation is a comprehensive list of all organization officers on campus. It is compiled by the Owls Tabulation Committee, which is responsible for maintaining an accurate record of all student organizations. The list is used for various purposes, such as official correspondence, distribution of materials, and scheduling of events. It is important to ensure that the list is accurate and up-to-date in order to maintain a successful organization.

CARNEGIE WELDING MOVIE IS SCREENED

Civil Engineers Hear Fugate Outline Flood Control In Houston

With a number of visitors present at the meeting in the Rice Lecture Hall, the Civil Engineering Society screened a film about flood control. The film illustrated the complexities and challenges of building structures to control floodwaters. It provided an opportunity for the students to learn about the importance of this field and the work of civil engineers in solving real-world problems.

Weiser, Watkin Carved on Chem Columns; Error Omits TSonoff

Student Serpent's Meal Artistic Conception of 100 Course

This column highlights the artistic conception of 100 course students, which features a student serpent's meal. The meal is presented as a way to celebrate the accomplishments of the students and to recognize their hard work and dedication. It is a unique and engaging way to showcase the students' achievements and to foster a sense of community among the students.

Cool All the Way Down

In your inhales, you can quickly tell the difference between fresh and stale cigarettes. A Camel, protected by the Humidifier, retains its natural moisture and gives you a cool, mild smoke. But when you draw in the smoke from dried-out stale tobacco, it's hot and irritating to the throat.

If you haven't discovered this difference, we suggest you switch to Camels for just one day. Then leave them tomorrow, if you can.

J. B. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.  
Winston-Salem, N. C.

Camels are blended with the finest tobacco leaves, then aged for years to ensure a smooth, mild smoke. The result is a unique blend that provides a satisfying experience. Try Camels today and see the difference for yourself.